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Chemistry. - "Tlwee-phaselines in cldoralalcolwlate and aniline
hydrocMoride". By Prof. H~ W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOl\i. 

It is now 20 years since the study of the dissociation pheno
mena of val'ious solid compounds of water and gases enabled me 
to find experimentally the peculiar form of that three':-phaseline which 
shows the connection between temperatnre and preSSUl'e for binary 
mixtures in which occurs a soIid ·compound in presence of solution 
and vapour, The general significance of that line was deduced, 
thermodynamically, by VAN DER WAHS and the frequency of its 
occurrence was proved afterwards by the study of many other 
systems. 

That this three-phaseline is so fl'equently noticed in practice in 
the study of dissociable compounds is due to the circumstance that, 
in the majority of the most commonly occurring cases, the volatiIity 
of the two components or of one of them, is so small, that at the 
least dissociation of the compound both liquid and vapou!' OCCUL' in 
its presence. 

In the later investigations, which have led to re more complete 
survey of the many equilibria which are possible between solid 
liqnid and gaseous phases, pressure measurements have been 
somewhat discarded. When, however, the survey. as to the connec
tion of all these equilibria in binary mixtures got more and more 
completed and could be shown in / a representation in space on 
three axes of concentration, teniperature and pressure, the want was 
feIt to determine for some equilibria, theoretically and also experi
mentally, the connection between temperature and pressure, in order 
to fill up the existing voids. 

Of late, the course and the connection of several p,t-lines, have 
been again studied by VAN DER WAAI,S, SlIIITS and myself either 
ql1alitatively Ol' qualitative-quantit~ttively. , 

To the lines, which 'formerly had hardly been studied, belonged 
the equilibria lines which are followed, when, with a constant 
volume, the compound is exposed to change of temperature in presenée 
of vapol"Îl' only. They can be readily determined experimentally only 
when the volatility of the least volatile component is not too small. 
STORTENBEKER at one time made an attempt at this in his investigation 
of the compounds of iodine with chlorine, but did not succeed in 
obtaining satisfactory data. 

In l the second place it was desirabie to find some experimel1tal 
confirmation for the peculiar form of the three-phaseline of a 
compound, l'ecently deduced by SlIIITS for the case in which a 
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minimum occurs In ihe pressure of the liquid -mixtures of its 
components. 

Mr. LEOPOLD has now surceeded in giving experimental contributions 
in l'egm'd to both questions, by means of.. a series of ve1'.1'accurately 
conducted researches where chloralalcoholate and anilinehydrochloride 
occur as soIid compounds. 

Solid compounds which yield two pe1'ceptibly volatile components 
(such as POl., NHz.H2S, PH3 .HOI, OO~.2 NHa etc.) have been investi
gated previously, hut either merely as to their condition of dissociation 
in the ga~eous form, or as to the equilibrium of solid in presence 
of gaseous mixtures of different concentration at constant temperature; 
but liquids occur OlJly at higher pl'essul'es, so that the course of 
the three-phase lines had nevel' been studied. 

These two compounds were selected beca.use in their melting points 
lleither tempel'ature nor pressure were too high. l\1oreovel', the diffe
l'ellCe in volatility of the two components in the fh'st example (chloral 
+ alcohol) was much smaller than in the second (aniline + hydrogen 
chloride). It was also safe to conclude fl'om the data of both com
pounds that the liquid mixltures of their components would show a 
minimum pressure. 
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This last point was asceriained fir'st of all by a determination cif 
• the boiling point lines, in which a maximum must oeeul'. In both 

cases this was found to exist and to be situated at the side of th~ 
least volatiIe component, respectively ehloral or aniline. 

The investigation of the thl'ee-phase lines ·showed fil'st of all ihat 
these possess the expected form in which two maxima and one 
minimum of pres~ul'e Occur. 

In the first system (Fig 1) OFD is the three-phase line, Tand T
2 

are the respective maxima fo!' the vapour pressure of solutions with 
excess of eithel' alcohol or chloral and satui'ated with chloralalco
holate; the minimum is situated very close to the meltilJg poüit F. 

In the second sy::;tem (anilinehydl'ochloride Fig. 2) the first maxi
mum, in presence of excess of HOI is situated at sneh an clevaied 
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preSSUl'e that this has not been determined, the second T2 at ~a 
moderate presslll'e is situated at the side of the aniline. The minimum 
Tl is situated at the same side and is removed further from the 
melting point than in Fig. 1. 

Tl minimum 

p 16 cM. 

t 1970 

F melting point 

22.5 cM. 

1990 2 

The determination of these lines and also that of the equilibria
lines fol' compound + vaponr or liquid + vapour which also occur 
in both figures can only take place on either ~ide of point F, fol' 
in measuring the pressures, we can only have in the apparatus 
a larger, or smaller, excess of either component. Moreover, it is 
possible to till the appal'atus with the compound in a dry and pure 
condition. In the case of the compounds employed, this wa& attained 
by preparing very pure crystals by repeated sublimation in vacuo. 

In the second example, the sublimation line LG of aniline hydro
chloride was thus determined. Ol) this line then follows the piece 
GF of the three-phase line, because beyond 0, no vapour can exist 
which has the same composition as the compound, except in the 
presence of some excess of HOI, so that a little liquid is formed 
with a slight excess of aniline. If, ho wever, the apparatus is properly 
filled with the compound so th at there remains but little space fol' 
tbe vapour then the three-phase line G may be traced to very near 
the melting point F, where one passes on to the line FA, for the 
equilibrium of the fused compound with its vapour. 

We have here, therefore, the first experimental confirmation of 
the normal succession of the ZJ1t-lines when those are determined 
with a pure compound which dissociates more or less. 

Tbeoi'etically, the minimum Tl in the three-phaseline must be 
siluated at t11e 1eft of 1he terminal point G of the sublimationline. 
The difference here, aHhough smaH, is yet perfectIy distinct: 

Tl G 
P 16 cM. 16.5 cM. 
t 1970 1980 

In the case of chloralalcoholate the points Tl and G both coincide 
80 neal']Y with F that this point is practically ulldistingnishable frorn 
lhe triple point of a non-dlssociating compound, both LF' and FA, 
or their metaslabie pl'olongalion FA' appeal' Lo intel'sect in F. l\fol'eovel', 
the iI1vesLigahon of the melting point line proved Ihat chlol'alalco
holate in a mcHeci conclition is bul lillIe clissoriaLecl. 
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In both compounds the p,t-lines have a1so been detel'mined with 
excess of chloral or aniline. A very small quantity of these suffices 
to cause the occurrence of liquid in pl'esence of the compound at 
temperatures fal' below the melting point and we thell move 011 the 
lowest branch of the thrpe-phaseline. 

In the case of a slight excess of ch101'a1 (Fig. 1) this was followed 
from Dover T

2 
to Fl just a 1itt1e be10w the me}tüJg point, and from 

{here one passed on to the 1iquid-vapoUl' line FlAp wl1ich was 
situated a littIe above FA. 

In, the case of a slight excess of aniline the piece DT2 T l GFl 

could be similarly followed (Fig. 2). In this occurred the minimum Tl' 
whilst the piece GF! eoincided entirely with the eorl'esponding part 
of GF, whirh had already been determined in the experiment with 
t11e pure compound. Just below F the compound had disappeal'ed 
entirely and one passed on to the liquid-vapour line FIAI' which, 
uulike that in Fig. 1, was situated below FA. 

If the excess of the component is very trifling, liquid is formed 
only at higher temperatm'es of the three-phaselme, and below this 
tempel'ature a sublimationline is determined, with exeess of the 
component in the vapour, which lme must, therefore, be situated 
higher than the pure sublimationline. 

With chloralaleoholate a sîmilar line BE (Fig 1) was determined, 
silnated decidedly above LF. At E, liquid occul'l'ed and a portion of 
the ihree-phaseline EF was folIo wed up to a point sitllated so 
ctosely to F that the Iiquid-vapourline, which was then followed, was 
situated scareely above FA. 

The excess of chloral was, thel'efol'e, exceedingly small, but in 
spite of this, BE was situated dlSLll1ctly above LP. The position of 
BE depends, in a large measure, on the gas-volume above the sohd 
compound, as this determmes the extra pl'essure of the excess of 
the component, wbich is totally contained in the same; so long as 
no liquid OCCUl'S. H appeared, in fact, to be au extremely chf:tlcult 
mátter to prepare chIora1alcoholate in sucb a state of purity that 
it exhibited ihe lowest imaginable sublimationline LF, which meets 
tlle three-phaseline in F. 

SImilar sublimation lines mayalso oecul' with mixtures containing 
cxcess of alcohol. But also in tlllS case, even 'with a very small 
excess of alcohol VITe sllaH retain liquid even at low temperatUl'es 
and, therefore, obtain bl'a11Ch CTF of the tlll'ee-phaseline. Snch hap
pens, fol' instance, always when we use cl'ystals of the compound 
which have Leen cl'ystallised from cxcess of alcohol. They then 
contain sufficient mothel'-liquol'. 
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We then notice the peculiar phenomenon that the compound is 
appal'ently quite solid tiIl close to the melting point and we find 
for the vapoll1' pressure the curve eTF, whilst the superfused liquid 
gives the vapollr pl'essureline FAI which is situated much Jawel'. 
RAl\ISAY has found this previously without being able to give an 
explanation, as the situation of the three-phaseline was unknown 
at that period. 

In the case of anilinehydl'ochloride, it was not difficult, on 
account of the great volatiIity of HOI, to deterrnine sublimationlines 
when an excess of this component was present. In Fig. 2 two sucb 
lines are detel'mined BE and BlEI. From El the three-phaseline was 
followed over the piece El Hl afterwards the liquid-vapourline BIII. 
From E also successively EH and Hl. With a still smaller excess 
of hydrogen chloride we should have stopped even nearer to F on 
the three-phase1ine. 

In the case of ch10ralalcoho1ate we noticed a1so the phenomenon 
that asolid substance whieh dissoeiates aftel' fusion maYI when 
heated not too slowly, be heated above its meltingpoint, a case late1y 
observed by DH and ALLEN on melting ('omplex silicates, but which 
had also been noticed with the simp1y constituted chlora1hydrate. 

An instance of the third type of a three-phaseline where the 
maximum and minimum have disappeared in the lower branch of 
the three-phase line has not been noticed as yet. 

The two types llOW found will, however, be noticed frequently 
with other dissociabIe compounds sueh as those mentiol1ed above, 
and therefore enable us to better nnderstand the general behaviollr 
of such substances. 

Physics. - "On t!te pola1'isation 0;' Röntgen rays." By Prof. H. HAGA. 

In vol. 20-:1: of the PhiI. Trans. Royal Soc. of London p. 467, 
1905 BARKLA communicaLes experiments which he considers as a 
decisive proof that the rays emitted by a RÖNTGEN bulb are pal'tially 
polarised, in agreement witb a prediction of BLONDLOT founded-upon 
the way in whi('h these rays are genel'ated. 

In these expel'imellts BARKLA examined the secondary rays emitted 
by air or by some solids: paper, aluminium, coppel', tin, by means 
of the rate of discharge of electroscopes. In two direetiol1s perpen
dicular to one another and both of them perpendicular to the direction 
of the primary rays, he found a mu,ximum and a minimum for the 
u,ction of the seconclal'y rays emitted by air, paper and aluminium. 


